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Abstract
The nature of CH···X interactions in organic crystals, X being an electronegative atom, has been the subject
of extensive consideration with sometimes contradictory results and ensuing opinions. We perform statistical
analysis on large databases of crystal structures retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Database. Crystals
containing only C-H donors only are considered, in conjunction with each of the title acceptors in turn. The
analysis of Coulombic-polarization and dispersion components reveals that the lattice energies of these
crystals are largely dominated by dispersive interactions. The frequency of short H···X contacts decreases
through the series CHO > CHN > CHCl > CHF, being just sporadic in the latter. The presence of such
contacts is positively correlated with the Coulombic contribution to molecule-molecule interaction energies,
but do not generally determine the pair energy. Short CH···O or CH···N contacts are often relegated to
weakly bound pairs; their minor energy contributions might be relevant in driving crystal packing of small
molecules, where the contact energy is a substantial part of the lattice energy. In reproducible crystal
engineering, and even more in crystal structure prediction, weak CH···X contacts are seldom responsible for
the whole picture and the wider context of competing energies should be considered.
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1. Introduction
The nature and strength of molecular interactions in crystals is the key issue in solid-state organic chemistry.
The benefits of a consistent understanding, prediction and control of such interactions, in all fields of pure
and applied chemistry, are evident. The mainstream approach to such a problem is a quantitative evaluation
of the cohesive energies resulting from cooperation phenomena among the electron distributions interacting
entities. This is nowadays possible by widely accessible quantum chemical methods with benchmark
calculations,1–3 and also by carefully calibrated semiempirical schemes such as PIXEL4 which has been
shown5 to provide results comparable by high-level quantum chemical methods, or q-GRID,6 based on the
use of electron densities directly derived from the crystal. Moreover, the wealth of information provided by
the Cambridge Structural Database7 allows efficient and robust statistical studies on large numbers of
crystals.
The present paper deals with a systematic analysis of the structural and energetic properties of selected
groups of crystal structures containing only C, H, O, or C, H, N, or C, H, F, or C, H, Cl atoms, for the
general aspects of dispersive vs. Coulombic intermolecular bonding, and with special attention to the
possible relevance of C-H···heteroatom contacts. For these contacts, an extensive literature exists under the
broad name of "weak bond" interaction,8–12 with sometimes reliable, sometimes controversial13–15 results. In
this work, by means of principal component analysis (PCA), multivariate correlations are obtained between
global descriptors such as molecular mass, overall polarity, relative volumes, densities and packing
coefficients, as well as lattice energies and their Coulombic, polarization-dispersion and "Pauli-repulsion"
components. A survey is then made of intermolecular distances between CHn (n = 1-3) groups, called
"donors", and the heteroatoms called "acceptors" in analogy with the traditional hydrogen bond
nomenclature. The contacts are rather arbitrarily classified as worth of attention when shorter than the sum of
H and X random contact radii, or of some percent thereof, and are then matched to the intermolecular
interaction energies between the molecular pairs that bear them in search of correlation between geometry
and energetic relevance.
The results should provide the theoretical and applied chemist with at least some guidelines for
understanding when or whether an atom-atom close contact may imply a true bonding relationship with
decisive consequences on crystal packing, as opposed to conditions in which such a contact may result from
randomness or even be the unexpected consequence of other, stronger requirements from other parts of the
molecular electron density.

2. Methods and procedures
2.1 Crystal structure retrieval. Data sets are retrieved from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)7
with the following specifications: no more than one chemical unit in the asymmetric unit (Z'≤ 1), number of
atoms with complete coordinates ≤ 30, R ≤ 5%, one chemical residue per structure, no disorder, no errors, no
ions, no powder structures. Duplicates are eliminated by keeping the structure determination with the lowest
R-factor; hydrogen atom positions are renormalized to the usual C-H distance of 1.08 Å, mediated from
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recent results16 into our general-purpose program manifold.17 The CHO-all dataset, with C, H and O atoms
only, consists of 1059 crystal structures, and a subset, the CHO-pix dataset of 376 crystals with smaller
molecules, is selected for the calculation of lattice energies and molecule-molecule energies by PIXEL.4 The
CHN-all dataset, with C, H and N atoms only, consists of 478 crystal structures, and the CHN-pix subset of
174 structures. The CHCl-all dataset with C, H and Cl atoms only has 221 crystal structures, and the CHClpix subset has 70 structures. The CHF-all dataset with C, H and F atoms only has 117 crystal structures, but
no PIXEL calculations were carried out. For CHCl and CHF the maximum number of atoms was set at 35,
and the maximum R at 7.5% in order to increase the data number for better statistics. Compounds with a very
low hydrogen/halogen ratio (e.g. pentachlorobenzene or perfluorohalocarbons, with typically H/X ≤ 1/5)
were sorted out by hand and discarded to ensure a proper donor-acceptor ratio. Moreover, neither oxygennor nitrogen-bonded H donors were included in the datasets, as disentangling the weight of CH···X weak
interactions in determining pairing and lattice energies when stronger XH···Y (X, Y=O, N) interactions are
present might be problematic.
2.2 Evaluation of short contacts. Standard Atomic Radii (SAR) R° are taken17 as 1.10 (H), 1.58 (O), 1.64
(N), 1.46 (F) and 1.76 (Cl) Å. Recently proposed new values differ marginally.18 Crystal structures are
scanned for C-H···X intermolecular distances with RHX < P(R°H+R°X), where the quantity in parenthesis is
the sum of SAR (SSAR). P is a cutoff tuning factor. Since there is no unique absolute definition for
shortness, P values of 0.9, 0.95 or 1.0 were considered. Any H···X distance satisfying the above inequality is
called an “extremely short” (P = 0.9), “very short” (P = 0.95) or “short” (P = 1.0) contact according to the
selected level of the P cutoff. Obviously, categories with smaller P are subset of the P=1 category, where the
term "short" includes anything below the sum of radii. In addition, a short-bond index Bs was prepared as:

(

)


R 0HX − Rk 
Bs = ∑ k 100 ⋅

R 0HX



(1)

where Rk is a short H···X distance, R°HX the corresponding SSAR, and index k runs on all short contacts
found in a crystal structure. Bs is thus a summation of percent reductions in contact distance with respect to
SSAR and is supposed to describe the frequency and importance of atom-atom contacts.
2.3 Association of short contacts with molecule-molecule energies. Each H⋅⋅⋅X contact is associated with a
pair of molecules in the crystal, one carrying the donor and the other the acceptor. Each molecular pair may
feature one or more contacts. Since apportioning energies over pairs of atoms is physically meaningless in
our approaches, only the total interaction (pairing) energy for each molecular pair is evaluated by PIXEL in
the CHO-pix, CHN-pix and CHCl-pix datasets. Molecular pairs in each crystal are then ranked in descending
order of interaction energy. Each H···X atom-atom contact is therefore associated with the Coulombic (Ec),
polarization (Ep), dispersion (Ed), repulsion (Ed) and total pairing energy (Et) of the molecular pair to which it
belongs, as well as to its energy rank. This procedure is an attempt to assess the importance of CH···X
contacts in determining a high energetic rank of the corresponding molecular pair, a way of weighing
geometry with energy.
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2.4 Principal component analysis. The PIXEL calculation also produces total lattice energies with
subdivision in the various contributions. The -pix datasets were used for the principal component analysis
(PCA), a statistical non-parametric method employed to extract relevant information from redundant and
noisy data sets.19 In practice, an orthogonal transformation is applied to observations to define a new set of
(possibly) uncorrelated variables called principal components (PC). The latter are eigenvectors of the data
covariance matrix and are weighted linear combinations of the original variables. PCA is just a change of
basis in the hyperspace of variables, so that the new reference system is aligned with the independent
directions where top variance is expected. The number of significant PC is always much smaller than the
number of original variables, so PCA identifies the factors that account for predominant data variability.
Such factors highlights the interplay of the underlying physics, largely reducing statistical noise.
The correlation coefficients between PC and original variables are called loadings,19 and provide the
weights by which the original variables are combined into the PC. The scores are the coordinates of the
original data in the PC reference frame. Scores and loadings are somewhat prone to subjective interpretation,
but when carefully considered they provide an understanding of the degree of cooperation of the original
physical parameters. PCA was here applied to the three -pix databases (see above) for which PIXEL energies
were computed. Observations were always standardized so that each variable had 0 mean and unit variance.
A total of eleven potentially structure-defining continuous variables were considered for each crystal
structure with its constituent molecule, including packing efficiency and polarization descriptors, plus usual
PIXEL energy terms (see Section 3.6 below). PC were defined, according with the procedure above
sketched, as suitable linear combinations of former variables running along the independent directions of
maximum data variance. Moreover, a further transformation of the PC reference frame according to the
varimax technique20 was carried out. It consists of a rotation of the orthogonal PC basis, so that the sum of
the squared loadings is maximized in the new reference frame. The purpose is to split the original variables
into (possibly) disjoint sets, whose loadings are high for one PC and low for all the others so that a given PC
is defined by fewer variables and interpretation in terms of recognizable physical effects becomes easier.
2.5 Detail of programs and reproducibility. All procedures for the retrieval and checking of crystal
structures, for the reassignment of H-atom positions,17 for finding short atom-atom distances and for atomatom energy calculations are carried out with in-house software, as usual available for download from
www.angelogavezzotti.it, plus standard CSD software (Mercury21). Electron densities for PIXEL
calculations are obtained at MP2/6-31G** level from GAUSSIAN03.22 The TANAGRA data-mining tool23 is
employed for PCA. Lists of the crystal structure CSD refcodes are available in the Supporting Information
(SI, Tables S1–S4).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Overall properties. Table 1 shows the size and composition of compounds considered in this study. As
concerns the analysis of short contacts, all databases provide a sufficient number of acceptors to ensure
significant averaging. There is a dearth of acetylenic hydrogens due to some (practical, or experimental) bias
in the crystal structure determination and deposition. As appears from the high percent of C(sp2) and H5

C(sp2) hydrogens, aromatic systems are predominant in the nitrogen database, where also sp2 nitrogen is
frequent due to the conspicuous presence of nitrogen heterocycles. The chlorine database seems more
balanced between aliphatic and aromatic composition, while the oxygen database has a relatively high
percent of sp3 CH groups. Such observations may be important because the flat shape of aromatic systems
may facilitate intermolecular contacts of their peripheral monovalent atoms (H, F, Cl), less prone to steric
screening than in globular or flexible molecules. The same kind of purely geometric considerations suggest
that carbonyl oxygen is more accessible than ether oxygen, and that the order of accessibility to nitrogen is
≡N > =N- > aliphatic N. These geometrical biases should be kept in mind when judging statistical results.
Table 1. Chemical composition of the databases: molecular size and presence of each atom type.
database
CHO
CHN
CHCl
CHF
total structures
1059
478
221
117
total atoms
29733
11909
5507
2703
donor/acceptor ratio 46%/11% 42%/14% 37%/16% 30%19%
0<Natom≤11
0.9%
2.5%
6.3%
9.4%
85%
91%
72%
67%
12≤Natom<30
average number of atoms per molecule
0.05
0.03
0.1
H- [C≡]
H- [C=]
3.5
5.4
3.9
4.6
H-[C-]
9.2
4.6
5.4
2.3
C(sp)
0.1
0.9
0.1
0.5
C(sp2)
5.1
7.7
6.4
8.4
C(sp3)
5.3
2.3
4.5
2.1
=O
1.8
-O1.4
>N0.8
=N1.9
≡N
0.8
F
4.3
Cl
4.0
3.2 Geometry: number of contacts and average contact distances. Table 2 shows that the number of
observed contacts below P(SSAR) decreases very sharply with decreasing P. H⋅⋅⋅O(ether, –O–) contacts
decrease much faster than H⋅⋅⋅O(carbonyl, O=) contacts, confirming the former guesses on relative
accessibility. As expected, the average distances between oxygen and the more acidic acetylene hydrogen are
shorter. Contacts involving H(sp2) are marginally shorter than contacts to H(sp3) and contacts to carbonyl
oxygen are marginally shorter than contacts to ether oxygen. These differences are at the borderline of
significance and always comparable with the amount of spread of the distributions.
Table 3 shows the percentage of structures that contain no contacts, as a function of P. For F and Cl contacts
virtually disappear already at 90% SSAR. Table 4 gives the average number of contacts per acceptor <N>,
i.e. the total number of contacts divided by the total number of acceptor atoms of each species present in the
database. This shows that carbonyl oxygen is a much better acceptor than ether oxygen, and the that order of
acceptor strength for nitrogen is sp nitrogen > sp2 nitrogen >> sp3 nitrogen, the last species being no acceptor
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at all. At 100% SSAR, carbonyl oxygen and sp nitrogen are at the center of a coordination pattern including
on average more than one contact (average > 1); these species are also the ones for which the contact
frequency better survives the decrease in threshold distance.
Table 2. Number of contacts (Nc) according to type of hydrogen, type of acceptor, and % SSAR (sum of
standard atomic radii) cutoff. The quoted Rav are the average H···X distances over the sample truncated at the
quoted P(SSAR). H⋅⋅⋅N(sp3) contacts are too few for statistics. From CHX-all datasets.
Donor
[≡C]-H
[≡C]-H
[=C]-H
[=C]-H
[-C]-H
[-C-]-H
[=C]-H
[=C]-H
[C-]-H
[C-]-H
CH⋅⋅Cl
[=C] H
[C-] HCH⋅⋅⋅F
[=C] H[-C] H-

Cl
Cl

P = 0.9
Nc
Rav
9
2.22
22
2.21
49
2.35
196
2.34
88
2.35
227
2.35
120
2.38
45
2.39
13
2.42
27
2.41
P = 0.95
5
2.66
18
2.69

P = 1.0
Nc
12
24
375
887
1021
1680
578
308
235
245
P = 1.0
87
118

F
F

30
9

139
53

P
Acceptor
-OO=
-OO=
-OO=
-N=
N≡
-N=
N≡

2.38
2.38

Rav
2.29
2.24
2.54
2.50
2.56
2.54
2.57
2.58
2.63
2.60
2.80
2.78
2.48
2.49

Table 3. Contact frequencies: percent of crystal structures with zero CH⋅⋅⋅X contacts in each dataset, as a
function of threshold distance R.
CHO
CHN
CHCl
CHF
%
R
%
R
%
R
%
R
100% SSAR 2.5 2.680 13.2 2.740 49.8 2.860 24.8 2.560
95% SSAR 16.2 2.546 32.6 2.603 91.4 2.717 82.1 2.432
90% SSAR 60.1 2.412 71.8 2.466 100.0 2.574 100.0 2.304
Table 4. Acceptor capability: for each type of acceptor, ratio of the total number of CH⋅⋅⋅X contacts to the
total number of that acceptor in the database.
>O⋅⋅⋅H
100% SSAR 0.76
95% SSAR 0.31
90% SSAR 0.08

=O⋅⋅⋅H
1.74
0.92
0.30

>N-⋅⋅⋅H
0.13
0.03
-

=N-⋅⋅⋅H
0.91
0.47
0.15

≡N⋅⋅⋅H
1.50
0.72
0.20

F⋅⋅⋅H
0.38
0.08
-

Cl⋅⋅⋅H
0.23
0.03
-

The combined results in Tables 2-4 show that CH⋅⋅⋅O contacts are very frequent, and CH⋅⋅⋅N contacts are less
frequent but still numerous; 40% and 28% of the structures, respectively, contain extremely short contacts
below 0.9 SSAR. These findings are in agreement with elementary reasoning based on relative
electronegativities. On the other hand, CH⋅⋅⋅Cl and CH⋅⋅⋅F contacts are sparse or just sporadic, and disappear
already at 0.95 SSAR. This finding in itself does not encourage further speculation on a special nature of
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these contacts, as they are likely even less influential than other CH···X, X=O, N, Cl ones in determining
crystal cohesion and definitely not worthwhile of further investigation.
As is implicit in the definition of standard (random) contact radii, at the full value of their sum (100%
SSAR) there are very frequently 2-5 contacts in each crystal structure (Figure 1a), not necessarily denoting a
particular chemical relationship. The distribution curves obviously shift sharply to the left (fewer contacts
per structure) on decreasing the contact distance threshold. At 1.00 (0.95) SSAR, 47% (26%) of the acceptor
oxygens have more than one donor atom (Figure 1b), so that the CH⋅⋅⋅O contact has a good amount of
multiple-coordination character. The corresponding estimates for CH⋅⋅⋅N (Figure S1 SI) are quite similar and
amount to 37 and 13%. Deep discussion of such results would require a difficult sorting of true bonding
effects and steric accessibility effects.

Figure 1. (a) Distribution of short CH⋅⋅⋅O contacts and (b) occurrences of single and multiple donors per
acceptor, or bifurcation of the interaction in the CHO-all dataset. Red, green, black: 1.0, 0.95, 0.90 SSAR.
3.3 Energies: CH-X contacts and molecule-molecule cohesion. If CH···X contacts were a general,
permanent dominant factor in the definition of a crystal structure, and assuming that shorter contacts are
more stabilizing, the shortest contacts should appear in the top-ranking (i.e., most cohesive) molecular pairs.
Figure 2 shows the percent of short CH···X contacts that belong to molecular pairs of a given rank. Only
about 45-50% of short contacts belong in the top two molecular pairs, the rest belong in lower-ranking pairs.
Above rank 3 there is hardly any difference in the distribution with different distance limits. Thus, short
CH···X contacts do not seem to produce higher total molecule-molecule energies, which are more likely
determined by the dispersive contributions, much more massive than the minor Coulombic advantage of
H···X confrontation. It is not surprising that individual short contacts do not correlate with interaction
energies in dispersion-dominated structures, as dispersive effects are mainly related with the polarizability of
the whole molecular charge density. This implies that quantities depending on the whole structure (such as,
among others, density and packing coefficient, see Section 3.6 below) are probably better estimators of the
overall crystal stabilization in this kind of materials. Besides, for extremely short C-H···O distances (<0.9
SSAR) the percent of contacts in the top-ranking molecular pair decreases rather sharply. This seems to
suggest that very short contacts do not always imply more stabilizing pairing energies. In a tentative
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explanation, some (many?) short contacts may be secondary effects introduced by the energetic requirements
of other molecular groups or factors ('compressed' or 'tolerant' short contacts24). This peculiar result does not
appear in the CH···N distribution, where the very short contacts mostly belong in the top-ranking pairs.

Figure 2. (a) CHO-pix dataset: rank in cohesive energy of the molecular pair in which short contacts appear
at 100% (red) 95% (green) or 90% (black) SSAR. (b) Same for CHN-pix. For example, at 1.00 SSAR 25%
of the CH···O contacts and 33% of the CH···N contacts are in the top-ranking molecular pair in the crystal,
at 0.9 SSAR the numbers are 20 and 45%. CH···Cl contacts are quite insensitive to rank (see Figure S2 SI).
Figure 3 shows plots of the molecular pair interaction energy corresponding to each detected short contact.
For CHO, the distribution shows, if anything, a slight tendency to smaller molecular interaction energies for
pairs with shorter CH···O distances; this is in agreement with the dip in the black curve in Figure 2a. For
CHN, one can hardly discern any real trend in the distribution as a function of distance. In these plots many
very short contacts appear in scarcely cohesive pairs; for example, all of the shortest C-H···O contacts are
between terminal acetylenic groups and carbonyl oxygen, so that the resulting pair is stretched out
horizontally. The same C≡C–H···O arrangement is found in both the NEQBUJ and the NEQSEJ structures
(highlighted by a circle in Figure 3) and corresponds to that shown in Figure 4a for NEQBUI. The energy
components for this pair are Ec+Ep = -25.1, Edisp = -6.7, Erep = +17.3, Etot = -14.5 kJ mol-1 or a significant
Coulombic term flanked by repulsion, and a smaller dispersion term. Figure 4b, on the other hand, displays
an example of a π-stacked dispersion-dominated pair in NEQBUJ, without specific short contacts, but with a
pair energy even more negative than the hydrogen-bonded system in Figure 4a (energy components: Ec+Ep =
-20.2, Edisp = -37.9, Erep = +30.3 and Etot =–28.1 kJ mol-1). Many other pairs are strongly cohesive without
short H···O contacts; molecular-pair interaction energies in crystals do not necessarily correlate with the
presence or absence of short contacts, because dispersion is higher in vertically stacked molecular pairs and
therefore competes with C-H···X contacts which must be perforce coplanar. Short contacts are influential but
again can hardly be considered as the unique and-or predominant factor in crystal packing.
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Figure 3. A plot of the molecular pair energy (kJ/mol; normalized to the number of atoms in the molecule)
as a function of the CH···X distance of each ‘short’ contact. (a) oxygen contacts, (b) nitrogen contacts. The
red circle marks some of the shortest distances (crystal structures with CSD refcodes NEQBUJ and NEQSEJ,
see text). CH···Cl contacts are too few for reliable statistics. Cutoffs for ‘short’, ‘very short’ and ‘extremely
short’ hydrogen bonded contacts (Table 3) are highlighted as red, green and black vertical bars, respectively.

Figure 4. Pairing motifs in NEQBUI,25 (a): the Coulomb-dominated pair, one of the shortest H···O contacts
in Figure 3a, total pairing energy -14.5 kJ·mol-1; (b): the dispersion-dominated, stacked pair, -28.1 kJ·mol-1.
Another test of the influence of short contacts in crystal structures is provided by an attempted correlation
between the short-bond index of equation (1) and lattice energies. In bivariate analysis, this index shows a
systematic weak correlation with the Coulombic energy density, as shown in Figure 5, but generally neither
with the total lattice energy density nor the corresponding dispersive contributions (see Section 3.6 below).
This implies that Bs is expected to be a poor predictor for dispersive or total energies, especially in
dispersion-dominated crystals. As discussed above, indeed, the short contacts have a net Coulombic
character but their action is in competition with the dispersive contribution. The point is discussed further
with results shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. The weak correlation between short-bond index Bs, a measure of the number and shortness of
H···X contacts, and the Coulombic energy density. (a) CHO-pix, (b) CHN-pix datasets.
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3.4 Energies: physical types of interaction. Coulombic and polarization energy contributions are large
when molecular regions of opposite permanent polarization come into close contact: in our case, positively
charged hydrogen zones and negatively charged oxygen or nitrogen molecular regions. Dispersive
contributions arise from diffuse, transient polarization in the whole molecular electron densities, and are
larger for highly polarizable electrons, in our case presumably aromatic-ring electrons and valence electrons
in chlorine atoms. In H···O or H···N contact zones dispersive contributions are very small due to the scarce
polarizability of the contact termini. To characterize the nature of the interaction one can define a Coulombic
contribution to the cohesive stabilizing energy, and a dispersive overall stabilizing ratio, Q(C) and Q(d,stab),
as follows:

Et = Ec + Ep + Ed + Er = Es + Er

(2)

 E + Ep 
Q(C ) = 100 ⋅  c

 Es 

(3)

Q(d , stab ) = 100 ⋅

Ed
Et

(4)

Meanings of energy terms in equations (2)–(4) are the same defined in Section 2.3 above, while Es collects
all the contributions but short range repulsions (Er) and might be thought as a measure of the strength of the
stabilizing part of the crystal field. Figure 6 shows that in CHO crystal structures, and even more in CHN or
CHCl structures, the dispersive contribution provides the major part of the total stabilizing lattice energy.
Figure 7 shows details at the level of single molecule-molecule pairs. When CH···X contacts are shorter, the
Coulombic contribution Q(C) in each molecular pair increases and the dispersive contribution Q(d,stab)
decreases, but irrespective of the length of the contacts present, the dispersive ratio is nearly always greater
than 50%. The same trends appear even more clearly in the CH···N contacts. Short contacts generate a
considerable amount of Coulombic stabilization, but also a repulsion due to molecular overlap, which needs
a substantial dispersive contribution to achieve overall stabilization. In some cases (Q(d,stab) > 100%) the
dispersive contribution exceeds the total stabilizing energy and thus takes the form of a net
overcompensation for repulsion. These findings issue some warning against a consideration of atom-atom
contacts alone as structure determinants.
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Figure 6. The percent of Coulombic+polarization contribution, Q(C) (black) to the total cohesive lattice
energies of crystals in the CHO-pix and CHN-pix datasets. The percent dispersive is in this case 100-Q(C)
(red), reckoned on the stabilizing energy and not on the total energy and not to be confused with Q(d, stab)
appearing in Figure 7. The corresponding graph for the CHCl dataset shows an even sharper separation with
dispersive contributions Q(d) always > 70%. (see Fig. S3 SI).

Figure 7. (a) Percent coulombic+polarization contribution to stabilization, Q(C) (red), and dispersive
contribution to total energy, Q(d,stab) (black) in the molecule-molecule cohesive energy of CH···O contacts.
The horizontal axis is the distance of the O···H contacts present. (b), as above, for the CHN dataset. For the
CHCl dataset the data are too few for significant statistics. Only molecular pairs with a substantial total
pairing energy (> 10 kJ mol-1) are included.
3.5 Rank of CH···X energies versus lattice energies. The existing crystal structures of organic compounds
show a hierarchy of intermolecular interactions that can be readily evaluated by quantum chemical or
semiempirical modeling. The relative energetic intensity of the intermolecular approaches found in the
molecular coordination shell is the result, and possibly a trace, of the events occurring at crystal formation
time.
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To provide a quantitative assessment of the importance of the coplanar approaches resulting from C-H···X
contacts, the pairing energies of some model compounds (Scheme 1) have been calculated and the results are
given in Table 5.

Scheme 1
Note that these numbers are upper-limit ones, being obtained for very favorable arrangements and for very
acidic hydrogen atoms. The energetic relevance of a single contact is estimated as the difference in cohesive
energy from that of an identical nonbonding approach involving only C-H···H contacts in the equivalent
benzene dimer. Figure 8 shows the distribution of lattice energies in the CHO-pix crystal sample, ranging
from 70 to 130 kJ mol-1, essentially in relationship with the size of the molecule.26 A single C-H···O contact
can provide up to 15% of the total energy in very small molecules, but no more than 3% in crystals of the
largest molecules. The results are quite similar for the CHN-pix database. One sees here a clear indication
that short atom-atom contacts between hydrogen and oxygen or nitrogen atoms can definitely be relevant to
crystal packing only in special cases when the contact distance is 90-95% of the sum of atomic radii, and for
small molecules where the influence of bulk dispersion is less dominant. At the same time, Table 5 shows
that there is little ground for postulating a similar role for H···Cl or even less for H···F contacts.
Table 5. PIXEL results for the binding energies (kJ·mol-1)
interaction energy curves.
X
dH··X / Å Ec
Ep
Ed
H
2.32
0.3
-1.1
-8.0
F
2.50
-4.3
-1.1
-6.4
Cl
2.79
-3.2
-3.2
-16.3
O=
2.40
-13.2
-4.9
-8.9
-N=
2.56
-13.0
-5.4
-11.5
a

of coplanar dimers at the minimum of their
Er
5.5
5.0
13.8
12.9
15.7

Et
-3.3
-6.7
-8.9
-14.0
-14.1

E/H···Xa
0.0
-1.7
-2.7
-5.3
-5.4

Energy per single contact relative to the energy of the benzene dimer.

Figure 8. Distribution of the total PIXEL lattice energies (kJ·mol-1) in the CHO-pix database (377
structures).
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3.6 Principal component analysis. In general, one may wonder what crystal or molecular properties are
significant in the description of crystal packing and cohesion. In the literature several global variables have
been employed, related to molecular size and constitution, along with cohesive energies.24,27-30 Attempts were
also made to relate packing properties with crystal symmetry31 and, obviously, with the occurrence of a
network of H···X interactions of variable strength.32-35 We focus here of the following continuous variables:
- for molecular size: Nat, global number of atoms in the molecule; Mw, molecular weight; Vc/Z, the cell
volume per molecule or unitary volume;
- for molecular polarity: Q, sum of positive values of atomic charges from a Mulliken population analysis
(equal to the absolute value of the sum of negative charges), a measure of the charge separation within the
molecule;
- for packing quality: crystal density (dx) and packing coefficient, Ck, defined as the total volume of all
molecules in the unit cell, computed as usual through a summation over overlapping atomic van der Waals
spheres, divided by the total cell volume;
- for energies: the usual PIXEL lattice terms, i.e. Coulombic (Ec), polarization (Ep), dispersion (Ed), repulsion
(Er) and total energy (Et).
In all cases the first three PC's, labeled 1-3 in decreasing order of importance and accounting for 86(2)% of
the original variance, were found to satisfy the Kaiser-Guttman significance test36 while just the first two are
also within the Karlis-Saporta-Spinakis eigenvalue tolerance criterion
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(Table S5 SI, Fig. S4 SI). The

appearance of three leading PC's was already noticed in an early study on hydrocarbon crystals.38
Figure 9 shows the representation of the three datasets in the PC1-PC2 reference frame. The vectors are the
projections (loadings) of the original variables onto the PC1-PC2 plane. Each point is the score for one
crystal structure. Orthogonal projections of each score onto the loading vectors give the predicted values of
the corresponding variables for that crystal structure. PC1 represents the covariance of molecular size
variables and stabilizing energies, recalling that the latter are negative numbers so their vectors point in a
direction opposite to that of the positive size indicators.
For the CHO and CHN datasets total cohesive energies are dominated by dispersion terms, while Coulombic
terms play a secondary role. However, it is worth noting that Ec is more significant, in terms of both loading
magnitude and covariance with total energy Et, in the CHO dataset (Fig. 9b) than in the CHN and CHCl ones
(Fig. 9a,c). In PC2, density and packing coefficient are dominant; moreover, packing coefficient Ck is almost
orthogonal to the direction of dispersion and total stabilizing energies, implying that a given crystal structure
does not necessarily achieve at the same time a high packing efficiency and a large stabilizing cohesive
energy. Ck also correlates with the Coulombic term Ec, but not with molecular size. The repulsive energy
term Er is at 45°, being influenced both by size (larger molecules overlap more) and by packing efficiency
(more closely packed molecules overlap more). It is worth noting that Coulomb contributions Ec are also
weakly correlated with polarization (Ep), but this is appreciable just in the PC1, PC3 plane (see infra). Such
correlation is not evident in the PC1, PC2 plot (Fig. 9), as the second principal component mainly accounts
for close packing issues.
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Figure 9. Biplot of the variable loadings (red lines) and scores (blue squares) against the first (horizontal)
and second (vertical) principal component. A 0.1 factor was applied to all the scores to bring them to a scale
comparable with loadings. Ec, Ep, Ed, Er and Et are the usual PIXEL energy terms, dx is the crystal density,
Nat the atom count, Mw the molecular weight, Vc/Z the cell volume per molecule, Q the amount of charge
separation and Ck is the packing coefficient. (a) CHN dataset. (b) CHO dataset. (c) CHCl dataset.
The score distributions in CHO and CHN datasets (Fig. 9a, 9b) are nearly globular, meaning that the crystals
can equally have all four combinations of larger/smaller than average size and larger/smaller than average
packing tightness. Recalling that PC1 accounts for 50% of the total variance and PC2 for 25% (Table S5 SI
and Fig. S4), the cluster of equioriented mass, number of atoms and cell volume loadings defines the
direction of maximum spread; as expected, crystals of bigger molecules tend to have the most stabilizing
total and dispersion energy contributions. Dispersion increases anyway with the number of electrons in the
molecule.
The CHCl dataset (Figure 9c) shows a different picture, firstly because molecular mass Mw no longer
correlates with the number of atoms, reflecting the different amounts of chlorination. Dispersion (Ed) has the
lion's share of stabilizing terms, but also polarization (Ep) is now more important in defining the PC2
variable, along with the charge separation Q, in a joint effect depending mostly on the presence of the more
polarizable chlorine 3s and 3p electrons. The picture is also somewhat fuzzier due to the smaller number of
data points.
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Table 6. Selection of representative structures with the PC2 coordinate significantly different from zero, in
the direction of the Ck loading vector (see Fig. 9a,b). For each entry, the mean of the corresponding
distribution is given in square brackets to highlight whether it is above or below the average expectation
value for analogue structures. See Fig. 10 for the corresponding packing diagrams.
CSD code
Database
Variable
PC1
PC2
Nat
Vc/Z / Å3
Mw / amu
Q/e
dx / g·cm–3
Ck
Ec / kJ·mol–1
Ep / kJ·mol–1
Ed / kJ·mol–1
Er / kJ·mol–1
Et / kJ·mol–1
a
b

KENDEM a
CHO

DAYBIO b
CHN

+0.393
–0.802
24 [28]
250.6 [262]
268.2 [209]
2.76 [2.5]
1.777 [1.3]
0.83 [0.72]
–35.1 [–30]
–44.9 [–30]
–147.9 [–107]
82.3 [51]
–145.6 [–116]

+0.409
–1.156
20 [25]
228.1 [248]
208.2 [194]
1.89 [1.9]
1.515 [1.3]
0.83 [0.73]
–95.9 [–23]
–31.0 [–21]
–145.6 [–114]
135.5 [40]
–137.0 [118]

C14H4O6, P21/c, Z = 2
C10H4N6, P42/mnm, Z = 2

Two structures exhibiting high scores on PC2 along the direction of the packing coefficient loading were
further examined in detail, to check whether efficient packing prevails over cohesive energy requirements,
and whether the high score in that direction could be related to the presence of short CH···X contacts. Table
6 reports the detail of the loadings and of the deviations from averages, while the corresponding packing
diagrams are shown in Figure 10. Both structures are for planar rigid molecules: KENDEM, naphthalenetetracarboxylic anhydride, and DAYBIO, (1,4-pyrazinio)-bis-dicyanomethylide, formally a symmetric
double zwitterion with null dipole moment. KENDEM forms a naphthalene-like zig-zag pattern of tightly
stacked molecules, presumably maximizing π···π interactions. DAYBIO has an exceptionally large
Coulombic component, due to its zwitterionic structure. Flat sheets of molecules are staggered so as to
prevent proximity of groups of the same charge and to minimize the separation between groups of opposite
charge. Both crystal structures show very short CH···O or CH···N contacts; nevertheless, however important
these contacts may be in defining minor structural adjustments, the overall packing is clearly dominated by
the large dispersion and/or Coulombic contributions, and a proper discussion of crystal packing should
highlight first these major, global stabilizing factors.
Figure 11 shows the picture that results from plotting the CHO and CHN datasets in the PC1-PC3 plane,
recalling that PC3 accounts only for a modest 10% of the total variance and hence the conclusions drawn
may be somewhat tentative (Table S5 SI, Fig. S4 SI). PC3 is related to the Coulombic and polarization
factors (Ec and Ep), whose vectors are almost parallel to the PC3 axis, and hence can be interpreted as a
general measure of the role of electrostatics, being also almost orthogonal to the dispersion factor (Ed) and to
the close packing coefficient (Ck)..
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Figure 10. Packing diagrams of the structures shown in Table 6. Short H···X, X=O, N contacts are
highlighted as dashed blue line, with symmetry-independent H···X distances specified in Å. For the
DAYBIO structure, the ball-and-stick (wireframe) drawing refers to molecules in the top (underlying) layer.
Figure realized by Diamond v3.2k © 1997-2014 Crystal Impact GbR, Bonn, Germany.
The southwest-northeast alignment of the bulk of the data is almost exactly along the Q/Etot directions, or a
larger total energy for a bigger charge separation; this can be interpreted as indicating that charge separation
takes over the role of molecular size when electrostatic issues are at stake. The same plot for the CHCl
dataset shows only a scarcely interpretable spread, an obvious consequence of the lack of frankly
electronegative groups in chlorohydrocarbons.
In a separate PCA run, intensive energy variables were obtained by dividing energy terms by the unitary cell
volume, thus taking the character of energy densities within the crystal structure, and the short-bond index
was also included in the analysis. The interpretation of the resulting PC plots (Fig. S5–S7 and Table S6 SI) is
less straightforward than for the plots in Figures 9 and 11. The safest general conclusions seem to be that (i)
energy densities are significantly correlated and tend to cluster together, and (ii) no straight correlations can
be found between the short-bond index and any of the size or energy variables. A more in-depth analysis of
results for the CHO dataset shows however that the dispersion term (Ed) is nearly orthogonal to the
electrostatic term (Ec), while the short-bond index Bs, the charge separation index Q/Nat, and the electrostatic
terms Ec and Ep are almost covariant. This underscores the importance of electrostatics in the CHO dataset,
due to interactions involving high-order moments of the charge density distribution in these more polar
molecules including electronegative oxygen. On the one hand, a larger Coulombic attraction between whole
molecules is more likely to produce also short atom-atom contacts; on the other hand, local contacts between
H(δ+) and O(δ-) termini produces higher Coulombic stabilization. All considered, a cautious conclusion is
that short contacts are local features that do not necessarily couple with bulk structure determinants. Once
again, (see also Section 3.3) the results suggest that these contacts should be analyzed carefully and their
importance justified in each case, only after the main energetic features of the crystal packing have been
adequately covered.
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Figure 11. As Figure 9, for the PC1, PC3 plane.

Conclusions
Statistical results of a study for the first time carried out on very large databases of hundreds of crystal
structures should provide solid-state chemists with a sound and extensive amount of hard and objective
geometrical and energetic data on the title matter. The small size of the molecules in the database should be a
bonus rather than a limitation, helping the focus of the study, alongside with the absence of O···H or N···H
hydrogen bonds. The following is a list of main points made alongside.
1) H···X atom-atom contacts shorter than the sum of standard atomic radii are very frequent in CHO
crystals, and less frequent but still numerous in CHN crystals. Acetylenic hydrogens form the shortest
contacts, followed by aromatic and aliphatic hydrogens. When the analysis is carried out at the threshold of
sum of atomic radii, most acceptors in these datasets show a multiform and non-specific coordination with
many donors, suggesting that only really shorter contacts are worth considering. On the other hand, short
CH⋅⋅⋅Cl contacts are sparse, and CH···F contacts are just sporadic: both disappear at the threshold of 95% of
the atomic radii. This purely geometrical result does not encourage a further analysis of hydrogen-halogen
contacts. It is worth noting, however, that in recent years the so-called ‘halogen bonds’ were introduced as
possible structure-determinant interactions. The latter are different in nature with respect to classical
hydrogen bonds, as in halogen bonds the donor places a region of charge concentration (e.g. a lone pair), and
not a hydrogen atom, toward the σ-hole of an acceptor halogen atom.35 Therefore, it remains to be seen
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whether short X···Y contacts, X and Y being halogen atoms, could be more significant than CH···X
interactions in determining pair and packing energies.
2) In all datasets dispersion plays the top role in crystal energy stabilization, its contribution being always >
50% both on lattice energies and on molecule-molecule contact energies. Short contacts also generate a
significant repulsion due to molecular overlap, and a significant dispersive contribution is always
indispensable to achieve a net stabilization. The balance between Coulomb forces and dispersion takes a
clearer structural aspect in flat elongated molecules, because dispersion is higher in vertically stacked
molecular pairs and therefore competes with coplanar C–H···X contacts.
3) Sample calculations on the dimerization energies of model compounds provide an estimate of the energy
contribution of H···X contacts as 2 kJ mol-1 for fluorine, 3 kJ mol-1 for chlorine, and about 5 kJ mol-1 for
oxygen or nitrogen, but only when the H···X distance is much shorter than the sum of atomic radii. These
numbers compare with estimates of total lattice energies ranging from 60 to 140 kJ mol-1. Therefore, in our
databases of constant composition and free from H···O hydrogen bonding, the lattice energy mainly depends
on molecular size. As an order of magnitude, a single CH···O or CH···N contact can thus provide up to 8%
of the lattice energy in very small molecules, and no more than 4% of the lattice energy in larger molecules.
The influence of these special contacts should then decrease with the increase of molecular complexity, as
expected. Assigning an energetic relevance to contacts to halogens is indeed a problematic exercise.
4) A multivariate study using principal component analysis shows a covariance of molecular size indicators
with dispersive and total lattice energies, but not necessarily with Coulombic terms, as expected because all
electrons contribute to dispersion while only local polarizations contribute to Coulombic terms. In fact in
CHO and CHN crystal structures, and even more in CHCl structures, the dispersive contribution provides the
major part of the lattice energy. In-depth analysis of the stabilizing energy in molecule-molecule single
interactions shows that the most stabilizing molecular-pair energies in the first molecular coordination shell
neither require nor correlate with the presence or absence of special atom-atom contacts. Rather, the
interplay of collective dispersive and electrostatic interactions determines the force field on which cohesion
relies. Even when high packing efficiency is achieved, this is more likely related to steric requirements or
shape effects rather than to the set-up of structurally determinant CH···X patterns. On the other hand, the
Coulombic contribution is larger when very or extremely short CH···O or CH···N contacts are present. This
feature of the stabilization arising from short H···O and H···N contacts is further demonstrated by the
correlation between the short-bond index of eq. (1) and the Coulombic energy density (at least in the CHO
dataset), and by the lack of correlation of the index with the total lattice energy in general (with the exception
of strongly polar or zwitterionic structures, where the Coulombic energy is very large and obviously
correlates with total energy).
In summary, CH···N and CH···O contacts can be influential and to some extent can be real structure
determinants, but only when very short and especially in small molecules. Discussions of crystal stability and
even more exercises in crystal engineering based on these contacts require a careful analysis in each case
with comparative consideration of the overall requirements of other crystal forces. A large proportion of
crystal structures seem to be well able to do without, so that these atom-atom interactions cannot be taken a
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priori as reliable and solid crystal building blocks, nor can they be entrusted with a general status of
reproducible chemical bonds. These caveats apply even more strongly to CH···Cl or CH···F contacts, where
relevance to crystal packing seems to be more an exception than a, however weak, rule.
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Synopsis: Top energy ranking molecular pairs in organic crystals containing only C–H hydrogen
bond donors are mostly dominated by dispersion. No strong correlations are evident between the
frequency of short CH···O or CH···N contacts and pair or lattice energies. These contacts provide
minor stabilizing contributions, possibly relevant in driving crystal packing for small molecules, but
not necessarily for medium-large ones.
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